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How to reduce the information asymmetry of Target Corp in M & A transactions 
has been one of the hot topics in the field of international M & A. At the present stage, 
the PCC, which are different from the foreign earnings payment schemes, are mainly 
used as the consideration and payment arrangements. It is a incentive compensation 
contract signed by the two parties in a merger agreement, refers to the difference 
between the actual value and the predicted value of the underlying trading asset. With 
M & A tend to be active, more and more listed companies through innovating the 
consideration and payment arrangements to reduce the risks of asymmetric information 
on the expected valuation differences, thereby creating value for the two parties. From 
the qualitative aspect, this paper reviews the development of PCC and difference 
between two kinds of price payment scheme. Then, using the method of event study 
and multiple regression analysis, this paper quantitative the overall effect and the three 
conducting paths under the research samples from 2010 to 2014, including information 
saving path, incentive compatibility path, compensation constraint path. 
In the event study method, this paper use the mean test, single factor variance 
method to analysis the overall performance and existence and difference of the three 
transfer path. In the multiple regression, this paper verifies that PCC has a significant 
positive announcement effect. From the three transfer path, this paper finds that: 
(1)Relation is the difference factor, the non-related acquisition using the PCC has a 
significant positive announcement effect, which proves the existence of the information 
saving path; (2) two-way of PCC is not significant on the announcement effect, which 
proved that the incentive compatible path does not exist;(3)The strong constraint 
compensation has a significant positive announcement effect, which proves the 
existence of the compensation constraint path. Based on the above conclusions, this 
paper puts forward the corresponding policy recommendations from the perspective of 
securities regulatory authorities, listed companies and investors. 
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第一章  绪论 
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中上市公司与标的资产方签订的业绩补偿承诺协议共计 818 项，占比达到 75%。





购支付对价的频率越来越高，美国从 1994年的使用比例 3.1%增长到 2005的 7.6%
（Cain et al.，2011[1]；Roberto & Jeffrey，2009[2]），特别是在 2007年信贷
紧缩背景下大型收购公司使用盈利能力支付计划的比例大幅提升。英国 1996-
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阐释，提出风险降低机制与预留人力资本两个假说。随后 Datar et al.（2001）
[7]、Bruner（2004）[8]、Cain et al.（2011）[1]、Barbopoulos & Sudarsanam（2012）
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